
TECHNOVANZA 2018 @ DPS-BOPAL 

“Technology connects us, technology unites us, technology amplifies our power!” 

-Vivienne Harr 

The Computer Department of Delhi Public School-Bopal organised ‘Technovanza’ to celebrate 

technology and educate the spectators on the advancements made in the realm of new age 

technology. Inauguration of the event was done by Aishwarya Majmudar, winner of the 2007 

-2008 musical reality show ‘Voice of India Chhote Ustaad’ and a DPS Alumni on 21 December 

2018. She also enchanted the audience with her melodious voice. She was thrilled to see the 

talent and ability of the students.  

Students of grade V-IX and XI displayed their models, posters, videos and presentations etc. 

They displayed the various ways in which upcoming technology can be used in daily life by 

making working models such as a Rubik’s cube solving robot that solved the complex puzzle 

in a few simple steps, an automatic garbage disposing system that responded to human gestures, 

saving electricity with the help of solar panels and sensors, hydraulic arm, mini rover, drone 

etc. On the other hand, students of grade V made ‘Best out of E- waste’ models, displaying 

how E- waste could be reused in creative ways to reduce pollution. To add the icing on the 

cake, a make shift dance floor was made, where audio and video mixing was done by the 

students.  

Day-2 of Technovanza began on 24 December 2018 with the same enthusiasm as parents also 

enlightened the kids with their presence. Taking into account Principal Sir and parents 

mentioned how high the kids were on confidence and knowledge while explaining their models 

and presentations on cyber safety and evolution of technology. “This event sent me down the 

memory lane on how we represented mechanics. These kids are very smart, if models built by 

them become a part of our workforce then the population can finally be of a greater use”, said 

a parent with regard to the Piezo Electricity model. The exhibition proved to be educational yet 

fascinating, where the students did a brilliant job at making the event successful. DPS-Bopal 

encourages the spirit of these young minds bursting with ideas.  









 

 

 


